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Are you a campus pastor who's wondering how 
to gain more influence in your campus when 
your church’s approach to multisite doesn't 
allow you to teach regularly? 

Or maybe you're a lead or an executive pastor 
whose campus pastors have come to you 
requesting more teaching opportunities. 

Perhaps you’re considering the leadership of 
your team and wondering how you can help 
them gain more influence with their
communities, but you keep returning to the idea 
of giving up teaching time in order to make 
space for them.

The latest statistics on the multisite church 
movement are pretty clear that the more
campuses a church launches, the more video 
teaching is a regular part of the model. [ref] 
While a video-exclusive model is in the
minority, there are a lot of campuses where 
video is the primary teaching mode, which 
often leaves campus pastors wondering how 
they can gain more influence than they 
currently have.

Just recently I was talking with a lead pastor 
from a church that launched its first campus 
eight months ago. During a coaching session, 
the pastor honestly wondered if they were 
leveraging their campus pastor well in the new 
location. This lead pastor asked me, “How can we 
help this person gain more influence in their 
campus and in their city if we don’t ever let
them teach?” 

Over the years, my discussions with pastors 
have revealed this issue to be the most
frustrating piece of the campus pastor
experience. They’ll often say things like, "I either 
need to start teaching here on the weekends on a 
regular basis, or I'm walking into some other place 
where I can teach all the time.”

The topic of helping campus pastors gain
influence without them teaching regularly is an 
important issue for us to wrestle with as we 
consider the multisite church movement. Time 
and time again, I return to these few ideas to 
help campus pastors gain influence in a 
video-heavy model of multisite church where 
they're not teaching on a regular basis:

Don't begrudge
announcement time
The five minutes of announcements during 
your church’s service is an incredibly
powerful time. 

Every weekend, your church sets aside a small 
part of the service to move people to action. 
While teaching should be about transformation 
and worship is often about transcendence, 
announcements move people from where they 
are to where you want them to go. 

I encourage campus pastors to spend time, 
effort, and energy on using these five minutes 
for all they’re worth. Think of it as a huge 
advantage that you get to leverage these few 
 

Let us examine our own leadership structure and 
ask if it is aiding or slowing down our growth. Is 
our organization so complex that it slows down our 
ability to reach out and grow? The fact that 
CrossFit focuses on a very simple transaction with 
its affiliates gives them a significant market 
advantage in their ability to move quickly into a lot 
of locations. A simple and repeatable structure has 
enabled CrossFit to grow quickly. I've said it before: 
you can either have control or you can have 
growth. It's very difficult to have both, and CrossFit 
as an organization has decided that it would prefer 
growth over control. As a result, it has released 
control to its local members while staying focused 
on culture and defining the direction of the entire 
movement, rather than getting bogged down in 
operational concerns.

It spreads by word of mouth
The first rule of CrossFit: Tell everyone you’re 
going to CrossFit. 

At its core, CrossFit spreads because it asks others, 
"Do you know anybody that has joined CrossFit?" It 
seems that the first rule of CrossFit is that 
everyone talks about the fact that they go to 
CrossFit. CrossFit grows because people try it, they 
invite their friends, and they talk about it. They're 
proud of the fact that they're making results. 
They're seeing that being there three to five times 
a week is making a difference on their physical 
goals in life, and they want to celebrate that with 
their friends.

There's also a fervent focus on social media and 
spreading the workouts of the day so members can 
know what they're getting themselves into as they 
go to their box of choice. The spreadable ideas of 
CrossFit seem to transcend the organization as 
they get passed by word of mouth, social media, 
and personal recommendations. A study on 
CrossFit participants found that this group spends 
a disproportionately small amount of time on 
traditional media, radio, and television [ref]. 
However, they spend a disproportionately large 
amount of time on social media, which makes 
sense when you see how many times CrossFit is 
tagged on various social media platforms.

Our churches grow because people tell their 
friends about them; so what can we take away 
from CrossFit’s publicity? For our churches, the 
question we need to ask is, "Are we providing tools 
and resources in the same way that CrossFit 
provides tools and resources to invite others in? Do 
we have an easy to understand ask that our people 
can ask of their friends to help them plug into 
what's happening at our church?"

In the same way that CrossFit goes out of its way to 
make a simple invitation, our churches need to do 
the same and make it easy for people to invite their 
friends to come and be a part of what's happening 
in our churches.

LOOKING FOR PRACTICAL CHURCH 
GROWTH HELP?

Get the FREE three part video series on 
Church Growth. 

Is your church not growing as quickly as you’d 
like? Are you wondering how to grow your 
church without compromising the message? 
Would you like to see your church impact as 
many people as possible?

I’m launching a FREE three part video series on 
Church Growth designed to help your church 
reach more people this year than you did last 
year. The lessons in this series have helped 
other churches reach new levels of impact and 
they can help your church too! 

Use this link to learn more about the video series 
and to sign up. Click here to get started today.

Visit unSeminary.com  for more free resources!

https://unseminary.com/16-surprising-insights-into-the-multisite-church-movement-infographic/


and the difference it makes in their lives. Similarly, 
our churches need to evaluate the results that 
we’re helping our people to achieve.

We need to consider a results-oriented point of 
view and implement that perspective into what 
we talk about on Sunday mornings. If we can't 
clearly define how being engaged with our church 
can make a difference in someone’s life, it's going 
to be difficult for anyone to spread that idea to his 
or her friends. Our churches could learn to 
become more focused on the result that we're here 
to help the folks who attend our churches on a 
regular basis experience. As Andy Stanley has 
said, “Following Jesus will make your life better 
and will make you better at life.” 

It's fierce and friendly

It doesn't take long to understand that CrossFit is 
intense. Social media feeds are full of content 
showing people flipping giant tires, lifting 
incredible amounts of weight, and pushing their 
bodies to their limits. While it would be easy to 
assume that the culture within CrossFit must be 
machismo-driven, CrossFit at its core is designed 
to be a friendly environment that drives people 
to achieve their best in a supportive atmosphere. 
This comes out of its roots in the military and
law enforcement.

This idea of “leave no man behind” has trickled 
down to the class level where team members
will encourage each other to achieve their
personal best. Rather than fostering competition, 
CrossFit’s focus is on developing supportive and 
friendly environments. 

In fact, if you listen to the guys and gals who 
attend CrossFit regularly, they'll talk about the 
people in their CrossFit classes being some of their 
closest and dearest friends. Because they've 
pushed together and made a difference in each 
other’s lives, and done that in a supportive 
environment, this combination of fierce and 
friendly becomes a potent mix for developing a 

community that wants to make a difference and 
supports each other in common goals.

You and I need to evaluate if our churches have 
supportive, friendly environments. Are they the 
kind of place where our members reach out to 
one another and encourage people to connect in 
positive ways? If a gym is outpacing our ability to 
build community, then we need to sit up and 
notice. If a workout community is outpacing 
our churches' capacity to care for each other, 
then we're doing something wrong in the life of 
our church.

Tell stories through social media

Look at what CrossFit communicates on its various 
social media platforms and you'll consistently see 
the stories of its participants and their results. 
These stories aren't just about how many reps 
people do; in fact, very little of it focuses on the 
actual technical aspects of the workouts. Instead, 
these stories center on the difference that CrossFit 
is making in people's lives. (Scroll through the 
official CrossFit YouTube videos to see examples.) 
These stories are compelling to watch, and they 
show that people from a wide variety of 
backgrounds are regularly taking part in CrossFit. 
These folks are amazed at the difference these 
workouts make across their entire life, not just 
when they're in the “box”.

Our churches tend to spend too much time talking 
about our next event instead of celebrating the 
stories of the lives that have been changed through 
our ministries. Excelling in communicating how 
our church changes us for the better is the kind of 
thing that people will share with their friends 
because it’s so inspiring.

It's simple and repeatable

The current CrossFit organizational architecture is 
breathtakingly lean. Similar to the way Uber has 
downloaded most of their capital costs onto the 
individual drivers, the actual management of Uber 
is lean in comparison to the capital resource of 
drivers around the world. CrossFit as an 
organization spends all its time focusing on the 
brand, the management process, and best practices, 
and downloads all the capital expenses to 
individual gym owners. CrossFit doesn't assume 
any of those expenses in its operation. This lean 
structure has meant that a very small management 
organization has grown CrossFit to be worth four 
billion dollars. This is an incredibly large operation 
with a trim approach. Imagine that: a fitness 
organization that doesn't have a lot of “excess fat” 
in its organizational structure.

moments every weekend to see people connect 
more deeply with the mission of your church. 

Get to know your groups
and teams
Intentionally connecting more people in your 
church with your team system is a massive way 
for you to gain influence in your campus. 

We all know that people grow in circles, not 
rows. When people choose to join a team or get 
into a group, they grow and develop through the 
lessons gained from those experiences. Campus 
pastors who thrive in a primarily video-driven 
multisite church have an inclination towards 
helping people plug into teams and groups. They 
see themselves as a groups pastor and therefore 
do the things that groups pastors do. This looks 
like providing extra training for groups and 
teams and visiting with them on a regular basis 
to check in. 

Just stop and think about that for a minute. 
What if you visited every small group
connected with your campus every autumn? 
Imagine the relationships that you would build 
in your church by being face-to-face with every 
one of the people in those groups. The same goes 
for teams. When was the last time you dropped 
by to see your kid's ministry team on a Sunday 
morning to simply say thank you, to encourage 
them, or to connect what they’re doing with 
the vision of your church? 

Another powerful element of this level of 
connection is that when you successfully help 
someone grow from a first-time attender to a 
fully committed group participant and/or team 
member, you're helping people make
significant steps closer to Jesus.

Train your future leaders
There are abundant opportunities for you to 
develop leaders within your campus. 

As a campus pastor, maybe you should step 
forward to own the leadership pathway at 
your location. Instead of worrying about
teaching on a Sunday morning, what if you tried 
to identify the upcoming leaders and move 
them into apprentice roles in your church? 
What if you gave the people leading those 
apprentices the skills they need to build
new leaders? 

What if you chose a small group of maybe 10 or 
12 leaders to push the campus forward and met 
with them monthly? Follow the Dan Reiland 
approach. Give them a book, tell them to read it, 
and then come together and discuss it.

This sort of training is highly influential as you 
move people through the leadership pipeline in 
your church. We all know that it's not our job to 
lead the masses but to influence a smaller group 
of individuals to lead within the congregation. 
Taking time to build a leadership pipeline 
through consistent training will gain you 
incredible influence not only in the short term 
but also in the long run, as those on your
leadership team in turn build into the lives of 
the people in your church.

Meet one-on-one throughout 
the year
The reason most churches choose to use video 
as the primary teaching tool is because of the 
efficiency it adds to the system. 

As a church, we choose to empower an
individual or a small group of individuals to 
teach on a regular basis, and we transport that 
teaching through video to a number of
locations. That enables our staff to focus more 
time, effort, and energy on people. We
concentrate our teaching investment in small 
numbers so that a broader number of people can 
do the heavy lifting of pastoral care and
personal development.

I strongly recommend that campus pastors have 
at least half a dozen one-on-one meetings every 
week of the year with first-time visitors, 
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Let us examine our own leadership structure and 
ask if it is aiding or slowing down our growth. Is 
our organization so complex that it slows down our 
ability to reach out and grow? The fact that 
CrossFit focuses on a very simple transaction with 
its affiliates gives them a significant market 
advantage in their ability to move quickly into a lot 
of locations. A simple and repeatable structure has 
enabled CrossFit to grow quickly. I've said it before: 
you can either have control or you can have 
growth. It's very difficult to have both, and CrossFit 
as an organization has decided that it would prefer 
growth over control. As a result, it has released 
control to its local members while staying focused 
on culture and defining the direction of the entire 
movement, rather than getting bogged down in 
operational concerns.

It spreads by word of mouth
The first rule of CrossFit: Tell everyone you’re 
going to CrossFit. 

At its core, CrossFit spreads because it asks others, 
"Do you know anybody that has joined CrossFit?" It 
seems that the first rule of CrossFit is that 
everyone talks about the fact that they go to 
CrossFit. CrossFit grows because people try it, they 
invite their friends, and they talk about it. They're 
proud of the fact that they're making results. 
They're seeing that being there three to five times 
a week is making a difference on their physical 
goals in life, and they want to celebrate that with 
their friends.

There's also a fervent focus on social media and 
spreading the workouts of the day so members can 
know what they're getting themselves into as they 
go to their box of choice. The spreadable ideas of 
CrossFit seem to transcend the organization as 
they get passed by word of mouth, social media, 
and personal recommendations. A study on 
CrossFit participants found that this group spends 
a disproportionately small amount of time on 
traditional media, radio, and television [ref]. 
However, they spend a disproportionately large 
amount of time on social media, which makes 
sense when you see how many times CrossFit is 
tagged on various social media platforms.

Our churches grow because people tell their 
friends about them; so what can we take away 
from CrossFit’s publicity? For our churches, the 
question we need to ask is, "Are we providing tools 
and resources in the same way that CrossFit 
provides tools and resources to invite others in? Do 
we have an easy to understand ask that our people 
can ask of their friends to help them plug into 
what's happening at our church?"

In the same way that CrossFit goes out of its way to 
make a simple invitation, our churches need to do 
the same and make it easy for people to invite their 
friends to come and be a part of what's happening 
in our churches.

LOOKING FOR PRACTICAL CHURCH 
GROWTH HELP?

Get the FREE three part video series on 
Church Growth. 

Is your church not growing as quickly as you’d 
like? Are you wondering how to grow your 
church without compromising the message? 
Would you like to see your church impact as 
many people as possible?

I’m launching a FREE three part video series on 
Church Growth designed to help your church 
reach more people this year than you did last 
year. The lessons in this series have helped 
other churches reach new levels of impact and 
they can help your church too! 

Use this link to learn more about the video series 
and to sign up. Click here to get started today.

Visit unSeminary.com  for more free resources!

https://unseminary.com/danreiland/


Let us examine our own leadership structure and 
ask if it is aiding or slowing down our growth. Is 
our organization so complex that it slows down our 
ability to reach out and grow? The fact that 
CrossFit focuses on a very simple transaction with 
its affiliates gives them a significant market 
advantage in their ability to move quickly into a lot 
of locations. A simple and repeatable structure has 
enabled CrossFit to grow quickly. I've said it before: 
you can either have control or you can have 
growth. It's very difficult to have both, and CrossFit 
as an organization has decided that it would prefer 
growth over control. As a result, it has released 
control to its local members while staying focused 
on culture and defining the direction of the entire 
movement, rather than getting bogged down in 
operational concerns.

It spreads by word of mouth
The first rule of CrossFit: Tell everyone you’re 
going to CrossFit. 

At its core, CrossFit spreads because it asks others, 
"Do you know anybody that has joined CrossFit?" It 
seems that the first rule of CrossFit is that 
everyone talks about the fact that they go to 
CrossFit. CrossFit grows because people try it, they 
invite their friends, and they talk about it. They're 
proud of the fact that they're making results. 
They're seeing that being there three to five times 
a week is making a difference on their physical 
goals in life, and they want to celebrate that with 
their friends.

There's also a fervent focus on social media and 
spreading the workouts of the day so members can 
know what they're getting themselves into as they 
go to their box of choice. The spreadable ideas of 
CrossFit seem to transcend the organization as 
they get passed by word of mouth, social media, 
and personal recommendations. A study on 
CrossFit participants found that this group spends 
a disproportionately small amount of time on 
traditional media, radio, and television [ref]. 
However, they spend a disproportionately large 
amount of time on social media, which makes 
sense when you see how many times CrossFit is 
tagged on various social media platforms.

Our churches grow because people tell their 
friends about them; so what can we take away 
from CrossFit’s publicity? For our churches, the 
question we need to ask is, "Are we providing tools 
and resources in the same way that CrossFit 
provides tools and resources to invite others in? Do 
we have an easy to understand ask that our people 
can ask of their friends to help them plug into 
what's happening at our church?"

In the same way that CrossFit goes out of its way to 
make a simple invitation, our churches need to do 
the same and make it easy for people to invite their 
friends to come and be a part of what's happening 
in our churches.

LOOKING FOR PRACTICAL CHURCH 
GROWTH HELP?

Get the FREE three part video series on 
Church Growth. 

Is your church not growing as quickly as you’d 
like? Are you wondering how to grow your 
church without compromising the message?
Would you like to see your church impact as 
many people as possible?

I’m launching a FREE three part video series on 
Church Growth designed to help your church 
reach more people this year than you did last 
year. The lessons in this series have helped 
other churches reach new levels of impact and 
they can help your church too! 

Use this link to learn more about the video series 
and to sign up. Click here to get started today.

Visit unSeminary.com  for more free resources!

There’s some overlap in demographics between 
CrossFitters and churchgoers. Most importantly 
though, CrossFitters typically demonstrate an 
inspiring commitment to personal development.

In a market that has been dominated by brands 
targeted at women, CrossFit has seen historically 
high numbers of men engaging in regular fitness 
routines, which is an important takeaway for 
churches that have difficulty attracting men. 
CrossFit is a breathtaking business not only 
because of its workouts but also because of its 
scale and impact. Here are five lessons from 
CrossFit that we can apply to our churches as we 
think about how to grow.

Focus on results

The CrossFit community has an undeniable focus 
on achieving results. The functional exercises are 
defined by helping members shape and sculpt 
their physiques. When people sign up for CrossFit, 
they agree to participate in regular regimes that 
measure their results against the rest of their 
group and — even more importantly—against 
themselves. CrossFit focuses on fervently helping 
its participants understand what they're doing 

up-and-coming leaders, parents who are
struggling, and many others. Your influence in 
these areas would do nothing but increase and 
flourish as you reach out on a personal level to 
the people who are asking for help and care. 

How many one-on-one meetings do you have 
booked this week? Challenge yourself to book 
even more for next week.

Community connecting
Growing churches do an incredible job of
motivating people to make a difference in the 
community by getting people out of their seats 
and into the streets. To do this well, your church 
needs leaders who network well into the
community. One way for a campus pastor to 
gain more influence is to be a community 
expert in the area around their campus
(however you define it—your town, city,
county, etc.).

Going out of your way to form connections with 
civic organizations, nonprofits, small
businesses, or political leaders will help you gain 
external as well as internal influence. Then, 
when your church decides to reach out with 
some sort of community engagement program, 
you'll have the relationships already in
place to connect your church to the
broader community.

Teaching in other venues
Many leaders are gifted communicators, and 
it’s good to remember that there are so many 
places where you could use your teaching gift.

If you have a gift for teaching, is the main stage 
at your campus really the only place that you 
can leverage that gift? Have you offered to 
speak at an upcoming youth retreat at the

church? What about spending a few weekends  
teaching in the kids' ministry? What about 
speaking at that local Christian
business-persons’ prayer breakfast that
happens once a month in your town? 

Look for other venues where you can hone and 
share your teaching gift. These opportunities 
can be beautiful for you as you develop your 
teaching gifts, and they’re also great for the 
church as you expand your platform.

Cross-campus responsibilities
As your campus stretches past the launch phase 
and you move into a more regular mode of
leading, it's entirely appropriate for you to 
inquire if there are other areas for cross-campus 
leadership. Maybe you have a heart for missions 
and want to help the church do a better job with 
their short-term missions, or maybe you'd like 
to dive deep into the processes to ensure that 
you're maximizing your follow-up with every 
first-time guest across all the campuses. You get 
the idea. 

Leveraging your leadership across multiple 
campuses will give you more influence as you 
help steer the church in more than just one 
location. In this way, you'll have the joy of 
being able to invest back into the whole 
church, not just your location.

FREE Training to Help You Do 
Announcements Well at Your 
Church
Get the free ebook, Church Announcements: 
Leverage 5 Minutes in Every Church Service to 
Move People to Action, to help you get better at 
the announcement part of being a campus 
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Let us examine our own leadership structure and 
ask if it is aiding or slowing down our growth. Is 
our organization so complex that it slows down our 
ability to reach out and grow? The fact that 
CrossFit focuses on a very simple transaction with 
its affiliates gives them a significant market 
advantage in their ability to move quickly into a lot 
of locations. A simple and repeatable structure has 
enabled CrossFit to grow quickly. I've said it before: 
you can either have control or you can have 
growth. It's very difficult to have both, and CrossFit 
as an organization has decided that it would prefer 
growth over control. As a result, it has released 
control to its local members while staying focused 
on culture and defining the direction of the entire 
movement, rather than getting bogged down in 
operational concerns.

It spreads by word of mouth
The first rule of CrossFit: Tell everyone you’re 
going to CrossFit. 

At its core, CrossFit spreads because it asks others, 
"Do you know anybody that has joined CrossFit?" It 
seems that the first rule of CrossFit is that 
everyone talks about the fact that they go to 
CrossFit. CrossFit grows because people try it, they 
invite their friends, and they talk about it. They're 
proud of the fact that they're making results. 
They're seeing that being there three to five times 
a week is making a difference on their physical 
goals in life, and they want to celebrate that with 
their friends.

There's also a fervent focus on social media and 
spreading the workouts of the day so members can 
know what they're getting themselves into as they 
go to their box of choice. The spreadable ideas of 
CrossFit seem to transcend the organization as 
they get passed by word of mouth, social media, 
and personal recommendations. A study on 
CrossFit participants found that this group spends 
a disproportionately small amount of time on 
traditional media, radio, and television [ref]. 
However, they spend a disproportionately large 
amount of time on social media, which makes 
sense when you see how many times CrossFit is 
tagged on various social media platforms.

Our churches grow because people tell their 
friends about them; so what can we take away 
from CrossFit’s publicity? For our churches, the 
question we need to ask is, "Are we providing tools 
and resources in the same way that CrossFit 
provides tools and resources to invite others in? Do 
we have an easy to understand ask that our people 
can ask of their friends to help them plug into 
what's happening at our church?"

In the same way that CrossFit goes out of its way to 
make a simple invitation, our churches need to do 
the same and make it easy for people to invite their 
friends to come and be a part of what's happening 
in our churches.

LOOKING FOR PRACTICAL CHURCH 
GROWTH HELP?

Get the FREE three part video series on 
Church Growth. 

Is your church not growing as quickly as you’d 
like? Are you wondering how to grow your 
church without compromising the message? 
Would you like to see your church impact as 
many people as possible?

I’m launching a FREE three part video series on 
Church Growth designed to help your church 
reach more people this year than you did last 
year. The lessons in this series have helped 
other churches reach new levels of impact and 
they can help your church too! 

Use this link to learn more about the video series 
and to sign up. Click here to get started today.

Visit unSeminary.com  for more free resources!



Our churches grow because people tell their 
friends about them; so what can we take away 
from CrossFit’s publicity? For our churches, the 
question we need to ask is, "Are we providing tools 
and resources in the same way that CrossFit 
provides tools and resources to invite others in? Do 

our people 
can ask of their friends to help them plug into 

In the same way that CrossFit goes out of its way to 
make a simple invitation, our churches need to do 
the same and make it easy for people to invite their 
friends to come and be a part of what's happening 

LOOKING FOR PRACTICAL CHURCH 

Get the FREE three part video series on 

Is your church not growing as quickly as you’d 
Are you wondering how to grow your 

church without compromising the message? 
Would you like to see your church impact as 

I’m launching a FREE three part video series on 
Church Growth designed to help your church 
reach more people this year than you did last 

The lessons in this series have helped 
other churches reach new levels of impact and 

Use this link to learn more about the video series 
and to sign up. Click here to get started today.

 for more free resources!

Visit unSeminary.com  for more free resources!
There’s some overlap in demographics between 
CrossFitters and churchgoers. Most importantly 
though, CrossFitters typically demonstrate an 
inspiring commitment to personal development.

In a market that has been dominated by brands 
targeted at women, CrossFit has seen historically 
high numbers of men engaging in regular fitness 
routines, which is an important takeaway for 
churches that have difficulty attracting men. 
CrossFit is a breathtaking business not only 
because of its workouts but also because of its 
scale and impact. Here are five lessons from 
CrossFit that we can apply to our churches as we 
think about how to grow.

Focus on results

The CrossFit community has an undeniable focus 
on achieving results. The functional exercises are 
defined by helping members shape and sculpt 
their physiques. When people sign up for CrossFit, 
they agree to participate in regular regimes that 
measure their results against the rest of their 
group and — even more importantly—against 
themselves. CrossFit focuses on fervently helping 
its participants understand what they're doing 

pastor! Click here to download our free ebook: 
Church Announcements: Leverage 5 Minutes in 
Every Church Service to Move People to Action. 
Packed with helpful conversations about doing 
announcements at your campus, this 64-page 
ebook includes chapters like:

     • Why dedicate five minutes to
        announcements?
     • Common pains of giving announcements
     • Why are people not listening to your      
        announcements?
     • The elements of effective church
        announcements
     • Five reasons people stop listening when you    
        talk about giving
     • And many more!

Click here to download this free tool to help you 
get better at announcements.

Are you a campus pastor and have thoughts on 
how to gain more influence in your church, or 
have you helped the campus pastors in your 
church gain more influence? I'd love to hear 
what it is that you're doing to achieve that. 
Leave a link or a comment here to help us out! 
Thanks so much.
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https://rbirch.lpages.co/unseminary-free-announcements-ebook/
https://rbirch.lpages.co/unseminary-free-announcements-ebook/
https://unseminary.com/7-channels-for-campus-pastors-to-gain-influence-without-teaching/
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